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Fujimoto 1 

Challenging Louise Gli.ick's Methods, Failing, 

and Finding My Own in "Meadowsweet, Koi Kokoro" 

Sinking Garden is the culmination of three years of poetry writing. This poetry is 

analogous with my growth in America after an upbringing in a very distant culture, Japan. 

This maturation is best shown through writing, which has been the centerpiece of my stay 

in America as my studies have granted me a degree in English. While the contrast of 

cultures differentiates the focus of the work from other poets, the findings of my journey 

reveal universal characteristics between them. These characteristics, represented through 

common, family-based themes, provide relevance of the work to its readers. Three years 

has seen many developments, both in writing and understanding of these universals, and 

the book Sinking Garden explores those findings in a collection of poetry. Several 

authors and styles have inspired my work, and after much research, I have found ways to 

define and categorize my poems to fit into the world of literature, adding an identity that 

connects them to other works abroad, but still allows the words to flow in a way that 

reflects my personal cultural understandings. 

"Meadowsweet, Koi Kokoro" is an experimental poem meant to follow Louise 

Gli.ick's writing methods, drawing from her poems and from scholars' essays. Gluck is 

one of my favorite and most respected poets from the twentieth century. As a short 

reference, Glilck was born in 1943, and her works are influenced by Ezra Pound, William 

Carlos Williams, and T.S. Eliot, who established their poetry in the imagist movement of 

the early nineteenth century. Glilck creates her poems by using mythological Greek and 

Judeo-Christian themes to ignite the creative energies she finds from her life's dreams, 

images, ideas, and conflicts. It is her goal to write poems open to many deep 

interpretations, as a work open only to one interpretation is lacking in artistic quality. In 

this open-minded framework, she does not attach herself to any early idea, always 

entertaining the possibility of abandoning foundational ideas for something that flows 

into new ideas more easily. In this sense, making decisions about her materials and 

judging the decisions by her experiences and analysis comprise the most important 

method of Glilck's writing. Even though the product is flavored by her gift of using 

poetic language to create imagery, the challenge is to choose the best sources to draw 

from in the right combination to achieve the most potent results because her choice 
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of language and imagery will influence the reader's richer interpretations. 

My poems too are inspired by cultural materials such as personal Western and 

Asian cultural experiences. While revising a poem, I choose among English and 

Japanese descriptions to instill the most powerful images in readers. Like Gltick's poems, 

"Meadowsweet, Koi Kokoro" identifies as figurative and confessional poetry using 

concrete images to evoke Japanese ancient literature, The Tale of Genji, in place of the 

Judeo-Christian elements Gluck had used in her method. 

In a collection of Gltick's poems, The House on Marshland, "All Hallows" is a 

good example to show how she utilizes Christian mythologies in her work. The poem 

has imagery of agriculture and harvest, motherhood, and birth, which bring happiness and 

unhappiness into life, or, in the words of the poem, "the barrenness of harvest or 

pestilence." 

All Hallows 

Even now this landscape is assembling. 

The hills darken. The oxen 

Sleep in their blue yoke, 

the fields having been 

picked clean, the sheaves 

bound evenly and piled at the roadside 

among cinquefoil, as the toothed moon rises: 

This is the barrenness 

of harvest or pestilence. 

And the wife leaning out the window 

with her hand extended, as in payment, 

and the seeds 

distinct, gold, calling 

Come here 
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Come here, little one 

And the soul creeps out of the tree. 

The words such as "seeds" and "tree" remind me of Eve, who shared the forbidden fruit 

with Adam in the Bible. Living in this world is difficult, as Adam and Eve found out 

after their banishment from Eden for eating the forbidden fruit. In addition, "The soul 

creeps out of the tree," invokes in me the image of Raphael Sanzio's painting "Adam and 

Eve," which portrays the two standing by a tree with an evil creature watching from a 

branch above. The creature seems to be an ominous foreshadow of things to come after 

they partake in the fruit. In the poem I feel that Eve, now a mother, says "come here" to 

her unborn child as she once said to Adam, drawing them close. We see that life has 

opposing attributes in terms like "the toothed moon." Gluck used both beautiful (moon) 

and threatening (toothed) images to convey this duality. The poem suggests that life has 

the potential for both brightness and darkness for the child. This simple poem, 

connecting as it does to both Raphael's art and the book of Genesis, is rich enough to help 

me discuss the poet's choice of methods. 

Diane S. Bonds explored the referenced poem's notions of motherhood in her 

essay "Entering Language in Louise Gluck's The House on Marshland: A Feminist 

Reading." Bonds interpreted the poem as a metaphor for motherhood, saying that, "The 

imagery associated with cultivation and harvest-the yoked oxen, the sheaves, the 

cinquefoil, the moon-may serve as a figurative complex related to the theme of 

motherhood ... 'the soul creeps out of the tree' is a figurative reference to a literal child or 

relatively more literal term designating the soul of the woman" (Bonds 61). Gluck uses 

collections of metaphors assembled into a package for readers to decipher; in this way, 

Gluck uses the complex as a vehicle for readers to interpret her original message in ways 

that reflect their personal views. Bonds interpreted the poem as saying mothers will 

suffer silently in a male-dominated society, an idea reinforced in Margaret Homans' 

Bearing the Word: Language and Female Experience in Nineteenth-Century Women's 

Writing. Bonds further explains that women represent the silent, forgotten lifeblood of 

society. Gliick's actual lines read, "This is the barrenness/ of harvest or pestilence," and 
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Bonds took them to mean biological birth processes as well as hard farm work and the 

satisfaction and happiness at the end of harvest. 

Gluck's methods actually include reading her critics' responses to determine how 

her work is being received, and she uses that understanding in future writings to decide 

what material to incorporate, having known its possible impact upon readers. In her 

essay book, Proofs and Theories, Gluck wrote, "Analysis taught me to think. Taught me 

to use my tendency to object to articulated ideas on my own ideas, taught me to use doubt, 

to examine my own speech for its evasions and excisions. It gave me an intellectual task 

capable of transforming paralysis-which is the extreme form of self-doubt-into 

insight" (12). While Gltick was not interviewed directly for "All Hollows," the message 

she intended to project in writing it could be argued to coincide with neither Bonds' nor 

my ideologies, but the poem did resonate in their respective analyses anyway, which 

proves the power of interpretation. I also have taken very seriously and enjoy employing 

in my writing method the learning of readers' interpretations. 

Moreover, the possibility of conflicting interpretations can generate some 

ambiguity in Gluck's poems, but she also uses her method to ensure a deeper meaning, 

for where there is conflict, there is a more energized engagement with the material. 

Therefore, judging by the attention she pays to her critics, she lays the grounds for a 

multitude of interpretations, even conflicting ones, as she believes it creates deeper, more 

dramatic poetry. 

In her essay book, Gluck explains her three-step writing process and how she 

chooses which images to invoke based upon a deeper understanding of their seemingly 

inherent meanings held by readers. She wrote, 

I cultivated a capacity to study images and patterns of 

speech, to see, as objectively as possible, what ideas they 

embodied. Insofar as I was, obviously, the source of those 

dreams, those images, I could infer these ideas were mine, 

the embodied conflicts, mine. The longer I withheld 

conclusion, the more I saw. I was learning, I believe, how 

to write, as well: not to have a self which, in writing, is 
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projected into images. And not, simply, to permit the 

production of images, a production unencumbered by mind, 

but to use the mind to explore the resonances of such 

images, to separate the shallow from the deep, and to 

choose the deep. (13) 

In the first step of her writing process, she begins her poem from sources such as dreams, 

images, culture, ideas, and conflicts. Next, she does not decide her poem's direction 

immediately, trying instead to investigate possible directions and meanings as she writes. 

With this she searches for the images to make her poem as powerful, as deep as possible. 

She does not clearly identify conflicts in her poems' narratives, but uses themes 

and topics that in their own right claim conflicting attributes. In Elizabeth Frost's essay, 

"Metaphysical Poets," she wrote, "Gluck follows more squarely in the Western humanist 

tradition that insists that certain things are universal-and that the suffering is perhaps the 

most basic of them" (Frost 24). Gluck uses universal conflicts with which people are 

familiar; for example, in "All Hallows," the speaker's inner conflicts are that of being a 

woman and a mother. In one sense, being a woman in a male-dominated society brings 

with it a multitude of challenges; while in another sense, a mother has the responsibility 

of childbirth and raising a family. The mere identity of the subject has in itself a 

multitude of conflicts, which Gluck uses to add tension to her poem without having to 

write out the conflicts in the narrative, allowing her to concentrate on the language and 

images she wishes to convey. 

For example in "All Hallows," readers may assume that Gluck wrote about her 

own personal motherhood experiences through her husband's absence. But the poem 

itself makes no mention of a husband, just the lone mother. There is no actual proof that 

Gluck wrote the poem based on her own experience of being pregnant or staying in the 

countryside. It is possible she was inspired by the individual strength of a pregnant 

woman she had met. Regardless of the inspiration being a personal experience or simply 

a moment of creative outburst, the result conveyed the tension of motherhood in polished, 

poetic style. 

After learning and analyzing Gluck's method, it is the time for me to adapt the 
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methods to my poetry. "Meadowsweet, Koi Kokoro" (the first full version) is my first 

attempt at applying Glilck's method by adapting Japanese mythology to biographical and 

fictional experiences, and concentrating on the best mix of language and images. I chose 

to draw from personal experiences having listened to my grandparents, who survived 

World War II, saw the aftermath of the atomic bomb in Hiroshima, and survived extreme 

poverty after the war in China, because these experiences have the potential to create 

powerful images. In addition, I grew up in the industrial city of Nagoya, close to Kyoto. 

With the exception ofNagoya's Tokugawa Museum (the museum owns the original script 

of The Tale ofGenii and it is a reason for me to decide to use this story), the city's culture 

revolves almost entirely around industrial developments. So, unlike Kyoto, the premier 

site for Japanese art and history, or even Tokyo or Osaka, Nagoya has limited access to 

plays or art exhibitions that normally tour Japan. However, my mother often took me to 

Kyoto to see Japanese traditional gardens, temples, and museums, and I learned Japanese 

history and art with her. Moreover, I also have lived and traveled to many countries and 

my identity is mostly influenced by America, the Philippines, and Japan. Therefore, 

those cultural experiences have influenced my writing and are subconsciously 

represented in my work. 

In "Meadowsweet, Koi Kokoro," I drew from a theme found in The Tale of Genii. 

The story, written by Murasaki Shikibu in the eighth century, is widely known in both 

Japanese and Western cultures like the Christian mythology that Glilck uses. For a 

simple summary: Genji is the son of the Emperor and Lady Kiritsubo, who dies during 

childbirth. Genji is born as a prince, but works for the government with the name of 

Genji. He is adored by the Emperor's new wife, Princess Fujitsubo. She is a lot like his 

mother and she loves him like a younger brother. Because of this, their affections evolve 

beyond those normal of a mother and child, and Genji decides to spend a night with her. 

Afterward, he has many love affairs in his search of someone like his mother, but his love 

for Princess Fujitsubo never dies. 

I adapted the impact of Genji's first broken heart and translated his miserable 

feelings into English using Seiko Tanabe's The Tale of Genji, which was written in 

modem Japanese. (Tanabe is now one of the most famous Japanese scholars from her 

work on translating the story into modem Japanese. Most people cannot read the original 
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text without notes and explanations of ancient Japanese terminology). At first, 

translated Genji's main conflict into English without poetic form. I wrote, "Even though 

I am covering with colors and colors of koi (love/affection in Japanese,) the lover's heart 

unfortunately will fade." The direct translation may be hard for non-Japanese people to 

understand because Genji compares his feeling of love with traditional lacquer ware. 

Japanese lacquer ware is of higher artistic quality if a craftsman varnishes it with several 

kinds ofcolor coatings. Therefore, Genji approaches his affections like beautiful lacquer 

ware, believing that a woman should accept him as a lover because he impresses upon her 

many deeds of affection like an artist would adorn his lacquer ware with colorful coatings. 

However, Genji realizes through this that working again and again for one's love creates 

conflict as they form a complicated love triangle, with Fujitsubo between him and her 

husband. Adding layers and layers of color eventually makes lacquer ware ugly, and his 

passes at Fujitsubo had the same effect. 

For the matter of poetic language, I changed the direct translation to "Covering 

with colors/ and colors of the koi kokoro kills the art" (the first full version). This is 

where I work the language to create triggers for the atmosphere I want the reader to 

expenence. I then balance details of the story's theme with my own experiences, 

experimenting with both the Japanese and English languages along the way. In the 

second full version, after I tried many possibilities with both English and Japanese words, 

I decided to leave koi kokoro in Japanese because koi kokoro (koi is love and kokoro is a 

heart) sounds more romantic and dynamic because of the hard "k" sound. Japanese 

words add flavor and culture to my poems. 

Adding more Japanese identity, I also adapted one experience I had with my 

grandmother, who is a professional calligrapher. She always said that calligraphy should 

be written in a single act with one dipping of the ink because with the thin paper and 

special ink used, audiences will easily see double strokes and corrections in the work, 

which detract from its value. In addition, a professional calligrapher makes her own 

consistency of ink (for example, she would use lighter, more diluted ink for a funeral 

letter and a darker, deeper ink for a congratulatory letter). My grandmother prohibits her 

students from writing important letters with ink before its consistency has been tested 

because the resulting hue may not be appropriate. As a fascinating consensus, the 
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calligraphy process is similar to Genji's idea of showing affection. Therefore, I combined 

the two sections, the koi kokoro of an ancient Japanese story and my grandmother's 

calligraphy episode, because of their opposing conclusions about complexity and 

simplicity. I am satisfied with adapting the idea of a Japanese calligraphy brush because 

in the second and third sections from the first full version, I wrote about Japanese 

calligraphy, its black ink, and brush. After many changes of lines and words, I corrected 

many grammatical and linguistic problems from the first full version. I had changed 

"Covering colors and colors with a paint brush/ on the koi kokoro kills the art" to help the 

readers' understanding in the second full version. Writing about my grandfather's fears 

in China and the speaker's relationship challenges in America unified these episodes in 

the context of a conflict between Genji's approach to love, which favors repetition and 

complexity, and my grandmother's approach to art, which favors a single act of passion. 

This conflict and the context of the episodes narrated within the poem are intended to 

allow rich interpretations from readers. 

In the first section, the speaker expresses the first statement of this poem, "Like 

miterwort in the water-filled/ blue kitchen sink, I'm lonely." Unlike the speaker's 

grandmother (whose husband had passed away) and the surveyor (whose relationship is 

prohibited by racial tensions), the speaker has access to her lover. Yet, despite that, she is 

still unsatisfied. If I only focus on writing historical parts (my grandfather and the 

surveyor's war stories), the poem may become unattractive because those parts are too 

foreign to Western readers, who may not relate to the material. Therefore, I focused more 

on the loneliness of the speaker in the second full version. Since the narrative is in first 

person perspective, the readers are exposed to the conflicts as if they were speaking them 

instead of hearing them from a third person. Even though the speaker had everything she 

wanted when she was seventeen-like waking up in a warm blanket with her lover on a 

peaceful morning-she is not happy. Her heart has never been completely filled, but 

partially filled long enough that she never acknowledged her loneliness as it grew. The 

speaker's universal conflict is one of hiding her identity for security (physical or 

emotional). This is expressed in the narrative of the Japanese surveyor who bound his 

feet in the Chinese tradition to hide their deformation from wearing getas (traditional 

Japanese sandals) in his youth, which would expose his Japanese identity in hostile 
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territory. 

I had formed the theme of my poem from Louise Gliick's four sources of 

inspiration (dreams, images, ideas, and conflicts). That particular story came from my 

grandfather's collection of personal writings that were found when my family cleaned his 

room after his death last November. This story inspired me and I finished writing this 

poem by pulling other material from my four sources. My Japanese connections make 

my poems different from Gliick's; however, they can become weak points if Western 

readers do not find universal connections, something that Gliick's material inherently 

found easier. In addition, "The early spring stars are painted with seventeen strokes" is a 

figurative reference to the failure of love or harmfulness of imperfect love. My speaker 

earlier said that a great love is like one stroke, so painting with too many strokes will 

create a failed love. However, the speaker, the speaker's grandmother, nor the surveyor 

have found their perfect love in one stroke. For example, the speaker and her lover 

compound their love with many corrective measures, hiding what was once beautiful in 

the process. She grows to hate the result in the third section of the second full version. 

Despite the external hardships that failed the love of the grandmother and surveyor, she 

arrived at the same destination on her own. 

Gluck creates her poems by borrowing themes of mythology and combining them 

with inspirations from her dreams, images, ideas, and conflicts. She keeps her main point 

open-ended for the sake of depth and drama. She leaves her poem to the readers to 

interpret and she gives the freedom of figurative interpretations to them as in the last line 

of "All Hallows." Following Gltick's writing process, "Meadowsweet, Koi Kokoro" is 

inspired by my grandfather's note after his death, a real experience. I connected his note 

with my images (of colors, flowers, and the speaker's, her grandmother's and surveyor's 

relationships,) ideas/mythology (Japanese calligraphy and The Tale of Genji), and 

conflicts (of imperfect love and personal desires). After a first draft, I revised the poem 

to balance the use of English and Japanese language to maximize the cultural context and 

personal influence. I also believe that the readers may have the freedom of figurative 

interpretation to read the last line and connect the three episodes through their opposing 

conflicts as they relate to them personally. I wrote "Meadowsweet, Koi Kokoro" for my 

thesis project and I have not shared it with readers yet. Therefore, it is exciting to see 
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how readers will respond and interpret the work, as I will note their reactions and utilize 

that knowledge later in my writing career. 
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DAPHNE 

I hear sirens. A neighbor drags 
a chair up stairs. The curtains 
close. My mother stops the radio. I want 
the neighbor's silverware to fall 
but nobody 
moves in the apartment. The silence 
slithers like a clot. Corpses 
rest under the daphne. I used to pluck 
those flowers while my mother called 
my name from the fifth floor. She waited 
with a slice of lemon, confeito 
in a glass jar, and black tea. A cold 
milk pearl 
dropped into the cup. She touched 
my cheeks when I lined 
the flowers on the table. I smelled peeled 
onions on her hands. I want to fall 
asleep with those hands 
again. I slip into my mother's blanket. Her gaunt 
fingertips stroke my hair. I see white 
veins on her wrist. Her body 
fragments under the daphne. June 
comes. I leave home. 
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FROM AN APARTMENT 

I walk. Sticky yellow 
chewing gum is smashed 
on the concrete curb. I smell stale 
beer in a green 
recycling box. Crows 
observe me from the electric wire. My mother 
watches them from the fifth floor. She shrieks. 
I step back. 
A bus honks at a cab. It carelessly 
turns. I keep walking, 
past the fountain of polished 
granite. Yesterday's newspaper 
drowns in it. 
I stride down the crosswalk 
stepping only on the white 
lines. Cars wait. 
The driver's eyes follow me 
like mannequin. I see 
the subway station while crossing 
the lawn in a park. I look at trembling 
camphor trees. Black street lamps are stuck 
to the cloudless sky. I step on 
a dandelion. I grasp my one-way ticket. 
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GREENHOUSE 

The foreign sky is foreign gray; my frozen marrow: 
my mother's blood is carrots: her carrot cake, the crumbs 
scattered on the range and shears: sharp shears tangled 
with a steel kettle; it was the spell to find lost needles 
after she sewed a skirt: my gingham skirt; the needles 
pained my father's eyeballs; his pallid tie: no job 
but his record player played Debussy; from the rusty sprinklers, 
the snail escapes and I still cower in the shrubs of rhododendron 
in the ever-green greenhouse; my mother listens to a music box 
on the first day of March: the warmest afternoon 
in a nameless city: miles away from the foreign gray. 
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BREAKFAST WITH AN ADAGIO 

Every Sunday morning, my father played 
an Adagio from his dusty 

collections. They were beautifully 
lined up on his bookshelf. It came from his college 

dorm and my mother hated it. 
He sat on his couch while my mother 

prepared the tea and laundered his shirts. The dryer 
spun, the kettle squeaked, and the music turned 

louder. I put a lump of sugar 
in my mouth, still wearing pajamas. But soon, 

my mother screeched and flapped 
the shirts. She pulled out 

the plug, he flung the newspaper, and I hid 
under the dining table. 

When I left home, I stole 
the Adagio. In my quiet apartment, I remember 

my father. He wanted to live 
in the past; lumps of sugar, 

a drop of milk in a breakfast tea 
like an ephemeral pledge with dark 

eyes unlike my mother's. My phone 
rings. I stop his Adagio before it ends. 
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AMERICA 

Holding a wrinkled one-way ticket, 
I sit down on a blue 
plastic bench at the final destination. The headlights 
in a crystal bowl. Cars. 
More cars, wait. 
Pack passengers, carry them to their garages 
like growing branches out to the com fields. 
A man watches TV. His wife 
smokes and pulls her hair on the porch. A taxi 
leaves. Only an empty 
refrigerator waits for me in the middle of the jungle, 

in the passing city; 1014 Belluevue Street. 
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ATASTATION 

I forgot my umbrella in a subway 
because Kappa asked me for a cup of coffee. 

Water boiled in a saucer on his head. 
He crossed 

his green legs and said, 
tell me why you hate awaking-

I closed the bestiary and left the train. 
On the ground, it's 

drizzling; drizzles of crystalline gravel, 
blue gravel, a moonlit ejaculate. I want 

water with ice; 
ice from the North Pole. A polar bear kills 

a seal on a sheet of ice. Its blood merges 
blue into blue in the ocean. A blind 

woman plays the harpsichord. A few 
pence chime in a tin can. I was once 

sixteen years old; nothing; 
nothing but miraculous blue. 
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JAPANESE GARDEN 

1. 
Yes, Mother. I'll be home by 7:00 pm. 

There is a traffic jam and my red 
bicycle is stolen at a subway station. 

No, Mother. It isn't today 

That's when I moved to another country. 
I'm home seventeen years later at 7:00 pm. 

In your city, nobody can point toward Elkhart. 

2. 
Dandelions smell like the hands of a five year old. 

I liked when you pushed my back on a swing 
one early yellow May. 
Then we picked up my sister's birthday cake. 

Yes, Mother. I know how to go back home. 

3. 
When I close my eyes-
I'm walking on the streets by camphor trees. 
Your balcony appears between those branches. 

Dandelions are about to bloom and surround 
the stepping stones sinking in a sea ofmoss. 

4. 
My sister and I 
found the silver sheen of snails after June rain in your Japanese garden. 
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DANCING WITH YOU 

I smell the blue collar on your shirt. 
Your neck bums like lava. You sizzle; 
water droplets on a skillet. I wither 

like leaves in autumn. My grandmother 
burned ginkgo leaves. I begged for a silver 
spoon. She handed it to me with wrinkled 
hands and kept sweeping the garden. 

When I dance with you, my arms 
reach out like dying lizards in the desert. I want her milk tea. 
My polka-dot skirt. The blue dots are never 
enough to chill you out but your beer bottle; 

you place those freezing beads to my forehead. The blue 
dots shatter onto the floor. I close 

my eyes. She looked up into the ginkgo 
trees and poked them with her broom. I poured 
milk into the cup and stirred it with the silver spoon. You 

stop dancing. I am a pumice stone. 
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DISTANCE 

I sank into a florescent 
pink-green margarita. A stubborn, 

modem artist scribbled the colors 
into my mouth, throat, stomach .. . Prickly 

grains of salt 
on the rim and a crescent-green 

lime abused 
my lips and tongue. 

I drain half a gallon of colors into 
a toilet. While a stranger rubbed my back, I saw 

Dove soap, my mother's smell. 
She was in a lemon nightgown when I left. 

She held me, radiating 
a heavenly aura ofmotherhood 

like saints in religious art carry 
a halo of holy light. 

A scab remained 
on the harsh outline ofmy drunken face. 

I picked and flicked it away with my long nails. 
I wished I could be the scab. 
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A CIGARETTE 

I lit a cigarette while going home. 
The moon-its edges chipped like 

dying cells in my lungs-
rained onto dumpsters, 

hyssop skullcap, and dancers: transitorily 
optimists. They rubbed their tights and spilled 

cranberry liqueur. I inhaled air. 
There is still a remnant of summer 

husks. 
On my bedside table, 

a vase was here with a nameless 
flower. I tweaked a white petal with campanulaceous-

blue hem before I slept. I put it into a water 
glass with a fraction of the moon. 

I drank 
a drop before I lit another cigarette again. 
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A CICADA 

A cicada sleeps 
six years under the sidewalk 
and hides its wings-
sil ver bubbles of rain-a lime 
drop with ethereal 
frost. It'll fly into an insufficient 
world; the treeless landfill. 
I want soil six more years to cover my body. 
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KAPOK TREE 

A kapok tree falls in love with the moon. 
The tree is speechless in the morning, but after sundown 
it sings, craving for me to open the curtains. 
A scythe slices the night sky and the moon 
appears. Until dawn, the tree reaches out those leaves 
higher and higher. This February, 
the moon bums for a moment. It wants to flee 
with Jupiter to the endless universe. When I pick up 
my phone and dial, the display glows a pale 
light. As I wait for your voice, Jupiter flashes. 
The tree reaches its arms toward 
the moon, and the display loses 
light. When the moon drops 
tears on the cobweb, a leaf sprouts 
on the kapok tree. I have another 
sleepless night. 
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THE CONDITION OF 1992, ETU PIRIKA 

Best bread ever I had was seventeen years ago. 
My grandfather drove a red 
scooter and stole from an alley. 
Morning glories. Expired crusts for pigeons in Tokugawa park. 
My parents still own 
an apartment near that park. Dew softened 
sakura-leaves, 
I used to press the white lights in a zoography 
between pages on etu pirika. 
I read about it in the evening, summer of 1992. 
Then my grandfather had a stroke. 
My sister and I ate McDonald's using ten dollars each, 
worried about the sleeping pigeons. No crusts. 
We sat on our parent's bed. Holding hands. 
The moth wings scattered where etu pirika lives. 

*Etu Pirika means a tufted puffin in Aynu language. 
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GRANDMOTHER 

My grandmother wears a faded 
green apron and always eats 

pickled Japanese radishes 

grains of rice 

or oranges 

but she is losing her weight 
for the paulownia casket 

no ash for her bones 

she writes sales slips; no letters 
with her worm-like hand 

her parchment fingers 

she gave me a lump of sugar 

no expiration date for sugar 
it conceals my tongue 

and tastes bitter 

like falling ash 
from a cremation 

sunlight bakes the blue blinds 
a sugar jar in a Chinese cabinet 

she still writes the slips, worries about money 

in the smallest kitchen 
the smallest island 

where I was born 
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A TOWEL 

1. 
My mother cleans my grandfather's apartment 
every Thursday. She picks up a photo 
documentary; Auschwitz. 
"A heavy, dusty book," she calls it. 

I ask her, "Will I go to war?" Her palms, 
her warm palms are on my cheeks. 

Mothers have strong-
strong-hands to push away the soldiers. 

Holding a vacuum cleaner, she says, 
"I want your pain." In the smallest 

room, my sister cries, the growing teeth. 

2. 
My grandfather watches TV with the loudest volume, 
the loudest speech. The howling-wind. 

He lost his voice seventeen years ago, 
the stroke. This mouth, and the quietness-

like the people in those black and white pictures. 

3. 
Piles of Jewish clothes, glasses, and hair. 
Half-naked bodies and holes in the ground. 
Their stark tongues and dirt in their mouths. 

A last word adheres in their throats. 

After the atomic bomb in Hiroshima, 
my grandfather stood alone on a black hill. 
He saw nothing but smoke. No clothes. No shoes. 

Burnt skin hanging from arms. 

Under the August sky, his mother 
listened to an imperial speech from a radio. 
Japan was lost. Mud beneath her finger nails. 
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Miles away from home, 
he listened to that speech. A stranger 
gave him a towel. 

The white towel. He wiped off his face. 
It smelled like dandelions; a mother's hands. 

4. 
My grandfather still watches news. 
His unfocused eyes and shooting 
bullets into the emerald sky. Oranges, 

my mother brings them on a white plate. 
She turns off the TV and ties a towel 
around my neck in a summer breeze; 

a wind bell. 
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PHONE RECEIVER 

1. 
"Nobody is perfect," a poet tosses me a white 
paper airship and I think it is ash-
an ashen love letter. There is limited 
mind in his eyes, eternal excuses for a blue-birdhouse. 
Gunpowder, virginity. I'm the stone 
nude under the half 

moon and still feel Indian 
summer on his palms. In late June 
he devoted his tears to a hydrangea. It's 1983, 
his ex-wife's birthday. The dewdrops 
from the moon wash away the star-
sky maps on straddling spider webs. He was pure, 
a pure blue deer. I start 

2. 
writing poems so I can see 
my past in the sleepless night. I know 
the smell from the center of his room 
like the early spring moon and 
popcorn. A com husk. 
Feathery heart under my shaved ribs like a hairless cat; 
your cat is selfishness. It's still preparing to leave, 

returning to your heated kitchen. Roasted pork 
bones are on the table and peppers 
fragment on the broken white, the lilies. You pick 
up the receiver and I say, "I can't sleep." 

Every day fills for me a cup of coffee my roommate 
makes. My mother used to make tea every morning. Scorched 
dandelions on the dining table. 
They are in the trash when I come back 
home with new flowers. We're all the same; no home, no 
home like a slug. 

"There is true love," I say. You smile. 
The fork always stabs; 

stabbing your forehead. I look for gold dust, 

2 
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mixed with his blood. I can paint a white 
canvas, my poem. Your blood is always 

3. 
wasted on a palette. "I'm tired, tired, very tired. Tell me 
about your dream on snowy dunes, white on white 
with ashes and ashen love letters until I fall asleep ..." 

You slowly replace the receiver. A broken linchpin, 
my roommate trashes it every morning at six o'clock. A white 

coffee cup clatters in the sacred light. 
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THE DRUNK 

I want to kill your cat 
(and make a purse from the fur) 

It sleeps on your lap 
(and you snore like a pig with empty bottles) 

A shoestring noose around its neck 
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NATANE TSUYU 

Natane Tsuyu: 
an unexpected rain, perhaps sleet, on a green spring day. 
It embraces me with gray clouds. Flower buds shrivel, 
tum brown like my grandfather's toe nails. 
The rain: the murder. 

When I think about yellowish 
natane-flowers, I submerge in a glass of fizzy 

lemonade like a broken heart. Gutters bubble, 
puddles reflect the magnolia trees, whose white petals with ocher edges-
frost bites-are pressed on a wet gravel path. 
A brownish line is cut through the white 
petal even though I'm careful 

careful as when I clean a pearl 
blue contact lens. You sometimes 
wear them instead of your dragonfly eyeglasses. 

I want to fall in love with your eyes, 
thin blue layers over brown irises. My cheeks will dye pink with 
sky in the western horizon after natane tsuyu 

stops. Between your eyes and mine-
always blue layers of hesitation. 
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BEFORE THE SUNSET 

Your skipping-stone glides around 
as if a flying fish crosses from ocean 

to ocean, shines its scales. The ocean 
fills up with acerbic sentiments. You give me 

the smoothest, ocherous stone 
with dirt, but the best kind of skipping-stone. I throw 

horizontally but it dives and splashes. The waves 
ripple. My tears dribble 

into the ocean. I wasted 
your stone. I waste another 

stone. I waste. I 
-waste. But when you find 

a new one and gently hold it in my hand, our palms 
lie together like a bivalve. It carries a pearl-gray 

hope. Before sunset, I skip my stone again. A lamp 
comes on in a house. A star fragments the western sky. 
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CACTI 

We shorten our seventeen minutes 

Your fingers touch my arms' upper skin, 

your breath on my bare shoulder 

my hairless pores 

A cold beer relic 
rancid stains on the couch 

Cacti plant on my thigh 

Your forefinger is a paddle 
under the June sky 
Lichen spread over stones 

a lake, no boat 

Apricot leaves fall into my empty uterus 

When her suitcase is ready to open in your closet 

you replace 
an extension cord to the lamp on the roof 

I will fly away with a silver broom-
send you a poem from Pluto 

It fills your tree heart 
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IN THE MORNING 

My lips rest on the edge of a cup, 
your eyes gaze at mine. 
I sweat in coffee clouds 
as if in a steamy bathtub. Your watery 
eyes gently swallow 
my bare feet. I drop 
my white bath towel. Your long 
lashes drag across my wet thigh. 
With your eyes 
you clean me and I bubble 
like a goldfish 
wiggling its tangerine tail, 
splashing in crystalline 
showers of your tears. While I float 
you wait for me, holding 
a trench coat of your perfume. 
It covers my body. I drop 
the cup. Coffee flows across the floor. 
Your eyes are dyed with stains. 
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ANAUBADE 

I want your eyes 

the moors 

a sudden crack in a cloud after a drizzle 
she felt a herd of deer rest .. .I see 

a bister branch 

a coffee cup, 
your finger plays with the cold stain 

flaming ginkgo leaves on an upright piano ... 

The moment will never be our promise 

nor hers 

a lead pencil drops 

your loose shoe lace 

I hide an obedient stone in an angler fish 

*Bister means a yellowish to dark-brown color. 
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EYELASHES, FOUR 

1. 
Tsunami 
crashes onto my eyelashes; 

a million leaping waves into the sky. 

A white basin clogs 
then I see your headlights from the window. 

2. 
I need more salt; 

enough salt for cleansing my hands 
and my body. 

Water is still running running from the spigot. 

3. 
Tonight, you take me from the rusty place 

and your blue wagon parks by the creek. 

Cold June night breezes stroke my eyelashes 
then gray beardtongue' s leaves make my ears flame. 

4. 
My eyelashes branch out to the sky. 

Their tips tangle with Orion's Belt 
and turn into early summer seaside gentians. 

I hear laughter from a cracked spigot 
then I wash my hands with salt with a lot of salt. 
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HALF 

There's my half heart 

I find it in my mother's womb 
it doesn't permeate through the umbilical cord 

the disembodied split 

a patina penny on a gravel path 

We find an iron balustrade 
its white paint peeled off in a city apartment 

Before the snow-warning at midnight 
she'll come back with warm milk, 

you want it in bed 

sand on your sheet 

the waves 

the amniotic floods 

the reminiscence of summer by the lake 

It wasn't your true love 
you entangled in her net of stars 

nipples and hope 

Your fingers pressed down on my jugular 

clavicle 

a daffodil sustains in whiteout 
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WHITE AVENUE 

I slough off your blanket; your pubic hair: my lost 
long hair; my toe dampens in a muddled snow rut; 
snow: soundless snowflake, falls; I wear mourning: 
the snow white mourning; a cloud flows in vacancy: 
the vacant moon: no headlights; I carry my lithograph; 
the plastic lithograph glued with a half eaten rotten 
tomato; I die; no spring clod; no green stars: 
his green eyes; sleet hisses on my skin when the first 
acid rain: oval mauve acid, falls on my nape; a nameless 
tree: the smallest vermeil bud opens; I'm a marionette; his 
wrist: his artery: the warmest artery of his forefinger; 
my thigh; his pulse: it is spring; the warmest spring; 
footprints of deer are on the snow rut; I'm naked; the naked 
heart: rotten tomatoes under the white blanket. 
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A BATTERY 

My grandfather spent his last months at a hospital. 
Two nurses treated him when his toenails 
festered, when his jaw hardened 
because my grandmother spent an extra 
ninety-seven dollars every day. She refused 

the rationale: when a baby zebra cannot walk 

it dies on the savannah. It becomes bones and returns to the earth. 

Even a student knows this. 
And my mother stopped teaching them. Instead, she watched a homeless 

man from the hospital window. He slept on a bench 
all afternoon. When he was hungry 
he found tobacco in the public ashtrays. He needed 
that bench. Not some bowl of noodles. 

Once, my grandfather talked about a friend. 

They went to a French restaurant and ordered 
champagne because they could not read French. They toasted 
first glasses, shared two cigars. 

During the war, his friend died two 
miles off the Philippine coast. In China, 
my grandfather received 
a letter from Japan; "Don't eat meat." 
He saw malnourished men smoking 

morphine in the coldest winters. They dragged 
dead bodies. A man 
stopped. His thighs were broken in half and fell 
down to the ground. His last breath into the night. 

My grandfather was attached to three 
tubes. His mouth was open wide, inhaling 

no air. My grandmother asked for an oxygen mask. 

The two nurses said, "If he has a surgery to open 
his navel, they can connect two more tubes. Then he will live." 
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The next room; a man slept. 
His wife wanted the battery 
changed in his pacemaker. His brain was dead. 

A battery will keep his heart pumping for the next seven years; 

his wife dreams and dreams. 
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A PIANIST 

I hear a minuet. My cat sleeps on a couch. 
A pianist plays Le Tombeau de Couperin. 

Ravel composed it for his friends. 
They died in World War I. 

She hums the phrase and whispers to me, 
"Funerals two thousand times in my country." 

Home: Pieces of blocks 
under the soldiers' boots in her smallest 

country, Georgia. No place to return. Refugee: 
other people call her. Her cousins went to war. 

"Where are the all caskets?" I ask her. 

She keeps playing the minuet with a metronome 
and its short repeated sound. 

All the corpses are hidden under the borderline 
like spring water: blood. 

A withered gerbera on the piano. 

There is no graveyard for prayer. 
She cannot cry in front of it. 

I say, "I bought a cup of tea and blueberries." 

She huddles the warm 
cup and picks up a blueberry. It lightly rolls 

down the ta,ble to the floor. 
The cat plays with a cricket 

pulling off its leg. 
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AN IMPROVISATION 

My fingers tap the ivory. Scimitar 
nails tick triplet beats. My high heels trample 

down the earth. Crescendo 
notes leap 

at the maestro whose pomaded 
mustache pulsates. He sneezes. I fire 

silvery trills that vibrate his crimson 
bow tie. While I turn a page, the bass clef 

howls and my hair rises against gravity. I am shocked. 
An electric execution. When smoke 

whirls around my head, my fingers 
flash like needles on the black keys. My hips leave 

the chair and I fly over amber 
hills like a swallow 

cutting the mist with its face; 
its wings in the chilly autumn morning. 

The maestro taps his pencil on a desk. 
My fingers freeze. 

A feather falls into the mud. 
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FRIDAY 

I crouch under the upright 
piano in my attic on Friday night 
when the eighty-eight's 
revolutions reverberate 

in my skull 

I crave a word of labiate-shaped shell 
like a kiss 

with faded memories in the summer husk 

the com field 

you run between stalks and stalks 

I want to scrawl between lines and lines 

a ghost 

falling into your grass-colored 
bedspread... 

nobody calls for months 
my phone is in the egg carton 
next to the fried trout in the refrigerator 

after hours alone under the piano 

I still look for one from millions of words 
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ON THE BEACH 

I bum the upright piano 

blazing plumage 

My fingertips scald but I must finish 
my rhapsody 

sand of primrose shells 

the eggshells 

The yolk, veins ofmedium boiled egg 
I hate it; I want it 

m your eyes 
Your eyes: a waning star 

My brain: out of tune 

The strings smolder 
the chair scorches and my skirt 
flames 

Ashen feathers fly 
these white pieces return to home 
home toward the horizon 

The sun will be gone in seventeen seconds 
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TIMELESSNESS, NAGOYA 

1. 
I pack a bee in my suitcase, for example. 

The bee stoops on white mokuren-flowers 
but there are no mokuren in the kitchen. 

It is Kleenex 

that my mother keeps grabbing. 
Then I say sayonara to Japan. 

Sayonara is simple-a spider spins 
threads for a shiromuku, for example. 

"For example for whom?" asks my mother. 

2. 
A wedding dress isn't shiromuku 
as mokuren-flowers aren't Kleenex. 

My mother says, "You earned a foreign brain" 
and opens her budget book. 

Her worry is an extra cost: 
50,000 yen to cremate my foreign corpse. 

She erases 

my hereafter expense: 
5,000 yen for using the crematory in Nagoya. 

Pollen: the yellow stain. 
The bee's outside skin hangs on the threads. 

The spider chews flesh but never swallows. 

*Note: Nagoya is a city in Japan. 
Mokuren means a magnolia tree, and shiromuku means a wedding kimono in Japanese. 
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THISTLES 

yellow thistles creep up the land and bloom 

i open a refrigerator, eat a bologna 
sandwich, and drop the tomato on the kitchen floor 

the spangle-ice falls 
a deer decays in the spring snow 
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SHIGERU 

My grandfather received 
his name on February 9, 1919. When he died, 
he lost his name on the whitest 
sheets in a nook of the hospital. 

It was November 9, 2008. A monk 
gave him a posthumous Buddhist name. 
It was written in poor 
calligraphy on a memorial tablet. Shigeru, 
the old name, slowly 

whittled away in incense. It smoldered. 
Chrysanthemums and orchids shrouded 

the corpse. It was laid on an iron 
board at a crematorium. When the eighteenth 
oven was opened, I touched his limp 
cheeks one more time. My grandmother placed 
two stones from a Japanese chessboard with his glasses. 

At the seventeenth oven, a little boy called, "Papa." 
A woman held him from falling into it. The nineteenth 
oven rang as if an elevator 
reached the last floor of this life. Fifty-seven 

minutes later, my grandfather was ash. His skull, 
cracked sternum, and a titanium 
joint between his femur and shin. His burnt 
bowels were green on the iron board. One 
stone rested next to his melted glasses. I wanted. 

I picked up the remnant. My fingertips were scalded. 
The stone tumbled asunder by my feet. 
The pieces on the ground like debris 
after war. His friends were killed as war 

criminals without trial after seven 
Japanese colonels were hanged in 1946 when he was on a ship. 
Two bags of saccharin and his tom permit to enter Japan; 
the atomic bombs. War 
orphans gazed at him by the shore in China. Toward the east, 

his mother prayed for her son. Morning 
glories are always purple under rubble. I closed 
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the elevator at his apartment. I carried 
his ash. It was still warm. When the elevator arrived, 
it rang. I was home. He stood by the sanzu-river. 

A lantern lit on the boat. 
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LETTER 

I cram oatmeal cookies and onions 
in my mouth 

a coltsfoot is between pages 
of an anthology 

I listen to Rakhmaninov in the frigid 
kitchen 

my long nails clogged with dried hulls and peeled 
beans are on the cutting board 

I dent a frying pan 

the moon moves on a branch to the sky 
I feel soft leaves on the roof 

your flank 

frost-bite behind your ears 

you want soup from the stove 
but walk by the lake all night 

frost rims a leaf 

on a layer ofwet leaves 

it waits to fly back to the sky 
but it is not our light in the flaxen morning 

the threatening letter 

or the conch 

like backache 

your eyes always look straight ahead 

forgetting how to fall in love 
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PIECES 

1. 
I made white green tea after I read 
a love poem. When the poet's Japanese wife died, 
he looked for her black 
hair in the vacuum cleaner; 

on the clothes in the closet; under the refrigerator. 

Under my refrigerator, I found a broken piece of plastic bowl. 

I'd flung it to the floor yesterday. You wanted salad when you came 
home on the coldest ofmidnights. I made you onion soup; warm, 
warm onion soup. You ate it 

anyway, with a cup of coffee, and vodka. 
You stopped listening to the radio. 

Seventeen minutes later, you cut 
your thighs with a knife--the large vegetable 
knife--and punched the kitchen wall. You screamed, 

"You will smile when I drown." 

2. 
I knew a man. He fell off a dam. 
His body was trapped-
whirling under the water for three days. 
A baseball cap kept floating in the lower river. 
He was sixteen 

years old. Like the girls in Himeyuri, Okinawa. 
They nursed Japanese soldiers in an air-raid shelter; 
the grotto. Smells of mud and pus. Blood 
soaked through the gauze. It was once a girl's scarf; 
a dark blue scarf. Blue hope for marriage after the war. 

An American soldier threw a gas 
grenade into the shelter. He just followed 
his orders and pulled 

the pin. Facial imprints were traced on the ground. A mother 
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found a silver hairpin. Her daughter pinned 
her bangs with it when she treated 
the soldiers. All the pieces appeared the same. Burnt; 
burnt with the earth. A black 

cat's breathing slowed and slowed on your thighs. 
I put a tea cup on the dining table and held 

your hand on a Thursday. 
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FEBRUARY 

I press my forehead on the window 
at ten minutes before February 

my eyelids close 
I smell a crocus in a cloche 

my vein pulses like nodding fems 
it is the blue breeze on the street where you live 

bulbous buttercups and soft hay 
in your wrangling night 

When the whitest star avalanches on me 
from the branch of an elm tree 

I no longer conceal my love 
under the sod 

a dandelion and its coloring 
the stem reaches out to a swallowtail 

like a sudden flooding of water 
in a dry well 

and apple cider 
those adolescent drips 

My fingertips trace wrinkles around your mouth 
you finally drowse 

A wild horse 
plunges through midnight in an early spring. 

~ 
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MEADOWSWEET, KOi KOKORO 

Like miterwort in the water-filled 
blue kitchen sink I'm lonely. 

2. 
Every summer, my grandfather wore 

geta-slippers, so there was a gap 
between his big toes and the others. 

He kept telling me the same story. He sold 
cloth and met a surveyor in China, 1944 ... 

Meadowsweet in a Japanese room. 

I still can hear his voice in cold January wind 
when stars flood with blue campanula mornings. 

You tum in a bed. 

I feel your warm feet 
in the white cotton bedspread. 

The warmth, I wanted it when I was seventeen. 

3. 
After forty-nine days ofmourning, 

my grandmother sent me a poem 
written in an India ink stick rubbed on an inkstone. 

"I couldn't write my koi kokoro to test the ink for color." 

Koi kokoro is love 
written with a single stroke like Japanese calligraphy. 

Covering colors and colors with a paint brush 
on the koi kokoro kills the art. 

You must be taught to love me in that way. 

But you leave 
wet paints on my koi kokoro. 

Purple with yellow dots. I hate them. 
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4. 
The surveyor had a bound foot 

because he wore geta-slippers when he was young. 

Deep blue maple forests and meadowsweet in his mind ... 

but he was afraid of showing his Japanese feet in China. 

When my grandfather died, 
my grandmother dressed him in white clothes. 

but she couldn't put him in socks. His toes were too Japanese. 

After the funeral, 
she wears his socks when she goes to bed. 

She wants the warmth that I have. 

5. 
Crystal-clear February ice. I shout, 

"Don't ask me to make love when I write," 
then break every tea cup in the sink. 

In my grandfather's diary, 
the surveyor fell in love with a Chinese nurse. 

She rubbed his foot 
under the ink-blotting sky. The early 

spring stars are painted with seventeen strokes. 
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AN ANTHOLOGY 

I dream the moon 
drops its white quintessence. 

My thirsty 
heart absorbs it, and I feel 

waxing one more time. On the fourteenth 
night, I read an anthology. 

When poets composed 
their sharp leaves and flaming 

seeds, they looked at the moon with an impractical 
hope. I sip the last drop of white 

green tea and I sit on the porch. 
Pale wind blows. 

The anthology flutters through pages. I huddle with a warm 
cup under the fourteenth moon. 
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UNTITLED 

when there is no poem in a starless night, 

i' 11 search a water lily 
its radish roots disappear into a dark pond 

and the water beads rise against gravity to the lighthouse, 

then i see the moon. 


